People can solve problems in more than one way. Two general strategies involve (A) methodical, conscious, search of problem-state transformations, and (B) sudden insight, with abrupt emergence of the solution into consciousness. This study elucidated the influence of initial resting brain-state on subjects' subsequent strategy choices. High-density electroencephalograms (EEGs) were recorded from subjects at rest who were subsequently directed to solve a series of anagrams. Subjects were divided into two groups based on the proportion of anagram solutions derived with self-reported insight versus search. Reaction time and accuracy results were consistent with different cognitive problem-solving strategies used for solving anagrams with versus without insight. Spectral analyses yielded group differences in resting-state EEG supporting hypotheses concerning insight-related attentional diffusion and right-lateralized hemispheric asymmetry. These results reveal a relationship between restingstate brain activity and problem-solving strategy, and, more generally, a dependence of event-related neural computations on the preceding resting state.
Introduction
Systematic, relatively stable, patterns of resting-state brain activity are associated with aspects of personality, intelligence, psychopathology, and neurological disorder (Davidson, 2003; John, Prichep, Fridman, & Easton, 1988; Kumari, ffytche, Williams, & Gray, 2004; Thatcher, Northa, & Bivera, 2005) , perhaps reflecting subtle differences in neuroanatomy or neurotransmitter levels (John et al., 1988) . The existence of such associations suggests the possibility that resting-state neural activity may also be correlated with individual differences in the event-related, goal-oriented, cognitive processes that people use to negotiate the world around them, such as those used in problem solving.
The present study examined the hypothesis that resting-state neural activity influences the cognitive strategies people use to solve problems, in particular, the general strategies which result in problem solutions derived either by methodical search or by sudden insight. Determining whether the tendency to solve problems by search versus insight is influenced by resting-state activity would clarify whether the relevant neural computations are selected and engaged only once processing of a problem has begun, or whether preexisting biases in more fundamental neural processes influence the likelihood of using one strategy or the other. More generally, this study examined the hypothesis that event-related, goal-directed, neural computations are influenced by characteristics of the preceding resting state.
Cognition and the resting state
Most research on human cognition has focused on directed, goal-oriented, thought. In contrast, a relatively small body of research has focused on the spontaneous, undirected, thought that occurs during a resting state when a person is given no 
